Design of fluorinated 5-HT(4)R antagonists: influence of the basicity and lipophilicity toward the 5-HT(4)R binding affinities.
Analogues of potent 5-HT(4)R antagonists possessing a fluorinated N-alkyl chain have been synthesized in order to investigate the effect of the resulting change in basicity and lipophilicity on the affinity and selectivity profile. We demonstrate that for this series, the affinity is decreased with decreased basicity of the piperidine's nitrogen atom. In contrast, the resulting increase in lipophilicity has minimal impact on binding affinity and selectivity. 3,3,3-Trifluoropropyl and 4,4,4-trifluorobutyl derivatives 6d and 6e have shown to bind to the 5-HT(4)R while maintaining their pharmacological profile and selectivity toward other 5-HT receptors.